Characterization of lymphotoxin-alpha beta complexes on the surface of mouse lymphocytes.
The lymphotoxin-alpha beta complex (LT alpha beta) is found on the surface of activated lymphocytes and binds to a specific receptor called the LT beta receptor (LT beta R). In the mouse, signaling through this pathway is important for lymph node development and splenic organization, yet the biochemical properties of murine LT alpha and LT beta are essentially unknown. Here we have used soluble receptor-Ig forms of LT beta R and TNF-R55 and mAbs specific for murine LT alpha, LT beta, and LT beta R to characterize the appearance of surface LT alpha beta complexes and LT beta R on several common murine cell lines. Cells that bound LT beta R also bound anti-LT alpha and anti-LT beta mAbs in a FACS analysis. The ability of these reagents to discriminate between surface TNF and LT was verified by analysis of surface TNF-positive, LPS-activated murine RAW 264.7 monocytic cells. Primary mouse leukocytes from spleen, thymus, lymph node, and peritoneum were activated in vitro, and CD4+ and CD8+ T cells as well as B cells expressed surface LT ligand but not the LT beta R. Conversely, elicited peritoneal monocytes/macrophages were surface LT negative yet LT beta R positive. This study shows that on mononuclear cells, surface LT complexes and receptor are expressed similarly in mice and man, and the tools described herein form the foundation for study of the functional roles of the LT system in the mouse.